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We’re all in the
same global boat

Ideology and vested
interests hobble
growth in the West

Editor’s note:
This is the second of a three-part
article adapted from the author’s
speech at the Shanghai Overseas
Returned Scholars Association’s
(SORSA) Forum on September 9,
2011. SORSA and the Shanghai
Alumni Club of the Lee Kuan
Yew School of Public Policy,
National University of Singapore,
contributed this article.
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LET me tell you what happens if
there is no global leadership.
One, the global economy will
enter very dangerous waters.
Now you already saw how dangerous that financial crisis was
in 2008 and 2009. In fact, the
whole world economy almost
went over a cliff.
You know what saved the
world in 2009? What saved the
world was that we did have
global leadership. And you
know how the global leadership
came about?
In April 2009, suddenly, all
the leaders of the G20 countries
panicked. They got very worried,
so they came out of their cabins
on the boat, went up to the top
of the ship to the captain’s cabin
and they said, “Hey, our global
boat is in trouble.”
So the G20 leaders came
together as a group and saved
the world economy. And the man
who played a very important
role was the Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom, Gordon
Brow n who got the world
leaders together and said, “We
must work together.”
We’re lucky that the G20
meeting succeeded in April
2009.
But I can tell you that as
soon as the crisis finished, the
subsequent G20 meetings were
all failures.
The reason for this was that
while the leaders went up to the
top of the boat to take care of
it when there was a crisis, they
went back to their cabins when
the crisis ended.

Back to cabins
When they went back to their
cabins, they were only interested
in their national interests and
not interested in global interest.
So when the leaders only take
care of the national interests,
the world as a whole gets into
trouble.
There will be more economic
crises coming, I guarantee you,
within five years or 10 years.
I’ll give you some examples.
Right now one big question is
about the value of currencies.
The United States believes
that the Renminbi (yuan) is
under valued. They say the
c u r re nc y shou ld become
stronger; otherwise, it is an
unfair advantage for China.
They say that it gives China an
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unfair competitive advantage
when the yuan is low.
I guarantee you some kind
of struggle between the US and
China about the currency value.
If you don’t have a system of
rules, then there will be danger
of direct conflict. But if you can
create a system of rules that
applies to everybody on how to
value your currency, then you
create stability for the world.
The second negative or bad
thing that will happen if you
don’t have global leadership is
that many global challenges
will not be dealt with.

Global warming
There is a danger of global
warming. With global warming,
all the countries over the world
will suffer. Maybe not Canada
or Russia, because finally they
can have a warmer place to go
to. But the rest of the world will
suffer global warming.
To reduce global warming,
we all have to reduce what
are called “greenhouse gas
emissions,” we all have to
consume less energy.
In order to consume less
energy, everybody must make a
sacrifice. But as you know, there
was a meeting in Copenhagen
and there was no conclusion.
The United States and Europe
wanted China and India to
sacrifice more, but China and
India told the United States
and Europe, “Excuse me, we’re
still poor countries; our people
need electricity; we need to
build more coal power stations.
Don’t ask us to deny our people
electricity.”
The third area where we could
have problems is probably the
most dangerous area. So far, it
has been quite remarkable that
we’re now seeing the biggest

shifts of power ever seen in
human history. Power is shifting
from country to country.
And yet, surprisingly, there
are no major wars. But this is
unusual. Throughout history
whenever you have major shifts
of power, you have conflict of
some kind or another.
In fact, it is quite remarkable
that in the 20th century in the
first 50 years you saw two big
wars, World War I and World
War II. But since 1945, no World
War III. Why? Because the 1945
rules-based order created by
the West created some rules for
countries on how they should
deal with each other.

Rule breaking
The rules of 1945 said, “It is
legal to use force only if it is
an act of self-defense or it is
authorized by the UN Security
Council.” Most countries want
to obey these rules, but one
country decided to disobey
the rules. Which country was
it? Which country has defied
these rules about the use of
force? Yes, it was America.
In March 2003, the United
States invaded Iraq. That was not
an act of self-defense because
Iraq had not attacked America;
and it was not authorized by the
UN Security Council; therefore,
the war was illegal.
T h e 19 45 r u le s w e r e
maintained by the West. Now
the West stops maintaining the
rules. Who will maintain these
rules? So my point of view is
that you cannot assume that
all these rules will continue if
nobody sustains them.
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Even before the crisis, there
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was
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over Greece and key national
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This year is set to be even of global GDP fell from nearly
worse. It is possible, of course, 50 percent to, at one point,
that the United States will below 10 percent.
The pragmatic commitment
solve its political problems
to
growth that one sees in Asia
and finally adopt the stimulus measures that it needs to and other emerging markets
bring down unemployment today stands in contrast to
to 6 percent or 7 percent (the the West’s misguided policies,
pre-crisis level of 4 percent or which, driven by a combination
5 percent is too much to hope of ideology and vested interfor). But this is as unlikely as ests, almost seem to reflect a
it is that Europe will figure out commitment not to grow.
As a result, global economic
that austerity alone will not
rebalancing is likely to accelersolve its problems.
On the contrary, auster- ate, almost inevitably giving
ity will only exacerbate the rise to political tensions.
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